Preliminary guidelines for diagnosing and treating tuberculosis in patients with rheumatoid arthritis in immunosuppressive trials or being treated with biological agents
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ACTIVE TUBERCULOSIS

Definition
Clinically suspicious circumstances associated with bacteriological positivity, using standard techniques and including resistance testing when feasible. Note: This does not apply to children, where AFB culture may be negative.

Action: 4 Drug treatment
Class A Evidence

LATENT TUBERCULOSIS

Definition
Requires both “1” and “2”:

1 No signs or symptoms but in the presence of any of the following risk factors:
   (a) HIV infection
   (b) Previous close tuberculosis contact
   (c) Ghon complex or other typical chest radiographic findings.

2 A positive PPD—(intermediate strength, irrespective of past BCG use). “For persons with HIV infection, who are receiving immunosuppressive therapy, who have had recent close contact with persons with infectious tuberculosis or who have abnormal chest radiographs consistent with prior tuberculosis, 5 mm of induration is considered positive. For other persons with an increased probability of recent infection or with other clinical conditions that increase the risk for progression to active tuberculosis, >10 mm of induration is considered positive. These include recent immigrants from high prevalence countries, injection drug users, residents and employees of high risk crowded settings (for example, healthcare workers with exposure tuberculosis) mycobacterial and the laboratory personnel, persons with clinical conditions such as silicosis, diabetes mellitus, chronic renal failure, leukaemia and lymphoma, cancer of the head and neck or lungs, weight loss >10% of ideal body weight, gastrectomy and digital bypass, children younger than 4 years of age or adolescents exposed to adults in high risk categories. For persons at low risk for tuberculosis, in whom tuberculin testing is not generally indicated, >15 mm induration is considered positive.”

It is important to consider the implications of a negative PPD, if one is not sure it is done in a valid matter. One option is to repeat the PPD at the same strength on the other arm within five weeks, although the strength of the repeat PPD test that is most appropriate in the presence of the immediate previous PPD is not yet known.

Another option is anergy testing. Anergy testing is controversial. It is felt that there is a low risk of tuberculosis in the presence of a negative PPD even if the patient is anergic (occurs in 0% to 10% of immunocompromised patients) because there are methodological problems in administering skin tests, as well as problems with standardisation of reagents. Furthermore, the benefits of knowing whether or not there is anergy are unknown. If it is decided to apply an “anergy panel”, this should consist of a mumps and a Candida skin test or antigens for which the patient has a vaccination history, with positivity defined as 5 mm or more of induration.

In some areas, especially in endemic regions, a chest film, in addition, is required. If the chest film reveals a Ghon complex, it is considered positive for latent tuberculosis. The Ghon complex in the presence of enlarged mediastinal lymph nodes is usually indicative of active, primary tuberculosis. If scarring is seen, its significance is unknown but is dependent upon clinical suspicion after an appropriate history and physical examination.

PPD positive patients, should be assessed for active disease with chest radiograph plus follow up of signs and symptoms if living in or having previously lived in endemic regions. If no history of exposure in endemic regions and if the patient is not at risk (for example, HIV positivity, poor socioeconomic circumstances), no follow up chest radiograph is necessary in the absence of suspicious signs or symptoms, or both.

Sputum examinations are indicated in those with suspicious signs or symptoms or those with an abnormal chest radiograph.

Action
(1) If the PPD is negative, assuming a valid test, no further treatment is required.
(2) If the PPD is positive in the presence of appropriate clinical suspicion, signs or symptoms, the treatment is as follows (unless previously treated appropriately for active tuberculosis):

   Usually single drug therapy (INH may be used for nine months or, alternatively, oral rifampin may be used for four months) unless the patient is from an area where resistance is or was >10% of background. Drug therapy using two or even up to four drugs for two to three months should be used if the suspicion of resistant organisms is high.

   Class A Evidence

(3) If the PPD is negative but the chest radiograph reveals scarring or a Ghon-like complex, monitoring for histoplasmosis or other opportunistic infections is appropriate.

(4) Liver function tests should be followed up every two to four weeks while receiving antituberculous treatment and clinical symptoms or signs of toxicity (for example, nausea, vomiting, jaundice) should also be sought.
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